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Abstract

Background: Modern software development companies are increasingly im-
plementing continuous integration (CI) practices to meet market demands
for delivering high-quality features. The availability of data from CI systems
presents an opportunity for these companies to leverage machine learning to
create methods for optimizing the CI process.

Problem: The predictive performance of these methods can be hindered
by inaccurate and irrelevant information – noise.

Objective: The goal of this thesis is to improve the effectiveness of ma-
chine learning-based methods for CI by handling noise in data extracted from
source code.

Methods: This thesis employs design science research and controlled ex-
periments to study the impact of noise-handling techniques in the context of
CI. It involves developing ML-based methods for optimizing regression test-
ing (MeBoTS and HiTTs), creating a taxonomy to reduce class noise, and
implementing a class noise-handling technique (DB). Controlled experiments
are carried out to examine the impact of class noise-handling on MeBoTS’
performance for CI.

Results: The thesis findings show that handling class noise using the DB
technique improves the performance of MeBoTS in test case selection and code
change request predictions. The F1-score increases from 25% to 84% in test
case selection and the Recall improved from 15% to 25% in code change request
prediction after applying DB. However, handling attribute noise through a
removal-based technique does not impact MeBoTS’ performance, as the F1-
score remains at 66%. For memory management and complexity code changes
should be tested with performance, load, soak, stress, volume, and capacity
tests. Additionally, using the “majority filter” algorithm improves MCC from
0.13 to 0.58 in build outcome prediction and from -0.03 to 0.57 in code change
request prediction.

Conclusions: In conclusion, this thesis highlights the effectiveness of ap-
plying different class noise handling techniques to improve test case selection,
build outcomes, and code change request predictions. Utilizing small code
commits for training MeBoTS proves beneficial in filtering out test cases that
do not reveal faults. Additionally, the taxonomy of dependencies offers an
efficient and effective way for performing regression testing. Notably, handling
attribute noise does not improve the predictions of test execution outcomes.
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